Seminar and workshop series on data commons
Data commoning in practice: on how (or not) to communalize smart cities, smart grids, and online advertisement

Introduction
Recent contributions in the scholarly literature and in legal-political practice draw attention to the notion of ‘data commons’. The concept of commons refers to particular governance models for the management of a (set of) resources. Massimo De Angelis, for instance, describes the characteristics of commons as “a plurality of people (a community) sharing resources and governing them and their own relations and (re)production processes through horizontal doing in common, commoning.” A second example is Zygmuntowski et al., who define ‘public data commons’ as “a trusted data sharing space established in the public interest.” Data commons thus seem to have some sort of collective or communal character, which is for some (mainly) derived by the character of the resource under consideration (data). Others argue that its character as a ‘common’ is determined by the political values scholars or the members of the community have.

What the notion of data commons at least suggests is the possibility to regulate or govern data in a way moving beyond market or state – the traditional methods to govern the use of resources. The language of commons, in other words, promises a governance model wherein members of the commons (commoners) determine themselves how the resource should be used, often in democratic and bottom-up ways. There are various explanations of this recent rise in popularity to connect data with commoning. First, the ecological crisis motivates many to think of new and different ways to manage and take care of natural resources. If it is important, these contributors suggest, to care for ‘nature’ in more sustainable ways, what about that other important resource that is thought to be so crucial to our contemporary economy (data)? Second, and relatedly, the negative consequences of the commodification and datafication of more or less everything forces one to reflect on other and more sustainable models and policies to govern our societies, including our cities. Because ‘data’ is so central to these new forms of value extraction and creation, it is worthwhile to reflect on how ‘data commons’ could slow down, resist, or possibly even break down such forms of digital capitalism. Lastly, the infringements of informational capitalism on democratic norms, combined with the democratic connotations ‘commons’ have, motivate asking how and in what way data commons could democratize our data-fueled societies. The question of democracy, in other words, connects this often tech-oriented discussion with legal-philosophical questions about how collectives should govern themselves, how is decided who should be included or not, and questions about what ‘inclusion’ in these new digitized gatherings even means? Who, to put that differently, really benefits from the data commons?

This seminar and workshop series aims to explore the notion of the data commons in two related but different ways:

- **The organization of four seminars** wherein domain experts reflect on the relationships between their domain and the notion of data commons.
The organization of four workshops wherein invited participants get the opportunity to present (short) draft papers and receive commentary.

The program

The discussions and workshops are structured in the following way. First, four preparatory reading and discussion sessions on data commoning in the identified domains. These will be hosted by Utrecht University (NL). Second, four workshops where there is the opportunity to present draft papers and receive feedback, hosted by HIG (Berlin). All sessions combined can be seen as a long conversation about the nature, relevance, and importance of data commoning in various societal domains.

Seminars hosted by Utrecht University

The Utrecht seminars will start the end of April 2022 with an introduction by Gijs van Maanen. The aim of these seminars is to set the stage for the more in-depth discussions to be held later this year in Berlin, and gather participants for those workshops. The starting points of the four preparatory sessions are the following four broadly formulated questions (per seminar):

1. What are data commons?
2. How and in what way could smart city initiatives become more (of a data) common?
3. How and in what way could smart grid initiatives become more (of a data) common?
4. How and in what way could online advertisement become more (of a data) common?

The seminars have the following format:

1. Each session starts with presentations by one or more domain experts on the relationship of the concerned domain, and the notion of data commons.
2. A short response by a commentator.
3. And a moderated discussion open to all.

The seminars will take place online, and you can sign up by sending Gijs van Maanen an email (g.vanmaanen@uu.nl), and indicating whether you want to attend all sessions, or only a specific one. Gijs will make sure you receive the requested Teams-link.

The program including presenters can be found in table 1.

Table 1: overview preparatory sessions Utrecht University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Whom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 21 2022</td>
<td>Data commons: an introduction</td>
<td>Michiel de Lange &amp; Erna Ruijer: very short introduction on the Special Interest Group 'Inclusion in the Datafied City’ (Utrecht University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600-1700</td>
<td>Q1: What are the data commons?</td>
<td>Gijs van Maanen: introduction data commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Respondent: t.b.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25 2022</td>
<td>Smart cities</td>
<td>Anna Artyushina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600-1730 Adam</td>
<td>Q2: To what extent could and should smart city initiatives become more (of a data) common?</td>
<td><a href="https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anna_Artyushina">https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anna_Artyushina</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
<td>Governing Data Commons in Smart Cities: Understanding Data Cooperatives, Data Trusts, and Data Markets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the most recent iteration of the cooperative movement, data cooperatives aim to help individuals navigate the largely inscrutable and extractive digital economy. The first data cooperatives had relatively modest aspirations: they would tap into platform companies’ data streams to provide gig workers with “scientific” means to negotiate their hours and salaries with their employers. Unlike these first initiatives, whose work was declared by Uber and Lyft to be “stealing” and “tampering with the app” in court documents, recently launched data coops aim to manage the entirety of an individual’s data. With more European countries seeing the United States’ Blue Button Initiative as an example of empowering, citizen-centered data governance, data stewards are gaining traction as a new policy buzzword. An important move towards the data stewardship model of data governance was made in the European Union’s Data Governance Act (2020) and is now being realized in the European Union’s Data Act (2022). Following the same direction, policies supporting the growing industry of state-licensed data stewards have been proposed in Australia, Brazil, Canada, India, and the United Kingdom. In this presentation, I employ the Governing Knowledge Commons framework (GKC), to analyze the potential of data stewardship model in the governance of smart cities. Drawing on the two-year-long qualitative empirical research, I look at the data stewards’ business models and their data governance models. I juxtapose existing data cooperatives with the functional and failed data trusts and data markets, to explore their potential as citizen-centred data-profit initiatives.

Respondent: t.b.a
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2022 Adam
Time

Smart grids

Q3: To what extent could and should smart grid initiatives become more (of a data) common?

Brenda Espinosa Apráez
https://www.tilburguniversity.edu/staff/b-p-espinosaapraez

Data commons and the governance of smart meter data: perspectives from EU law and policy.

As a result of the increasing digitalization of the electricity sector in the European Union (EU) and the crucial role of energy data in the EU Data Strategy, there is a growing interest in access to smart meter data in the electricity sector and beyond. Actors such as Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and energy suppliers must collect and exchange smart meter data to fulfill the regulatory obligations introduced by EU and national law to ensure the reliable, affordable, and sustainable supply of electricity. On the other hand, access to smart meter data is becoming crucial to enable new energy services which go beyond the mere supply of electricity, such as personalized offers, demand response programs or energy management systems. The importance of creating
Appropriate (legal) frameworks for access to smart meter data in the EU is evidenced by legal and policy developments such as the latest Electricity Directive (EU 2019/944), and the creation of a ‘common European energy data space’ announced by the European Commission in its 2020 Data Strategy. This presentation examines whether there are any links between the notion of ‘data commons’ and the data governance mechanisms present in EU law and policy concerning access to smart meter data.

Respondent: professor Michael Madison  
https://www.law.pitt.edu/people/michael-j-madison

| June 30  | Online advertisement | Q4: To what extent could and should online advertisement become more (of a data) common? |
| 1430-1600 | Anne Helmond & Fernando van Vlist  
https://www.annehelmond.nl/  
https://www.fernandovandervlist.nl/ |
| 2022 Adam Time | Title and abstract will follow. |
|  | Respondent: Natalia Avlona  
https://dcode-network.eu/ |

**Workshops hosted by HIIG**

The four workshop are scheduled on a monthly basis and start in September 2022. The aim of these workshops is to have an in-depth discussion on works in progress by invited participants. **The starting points of these individual contributions will still be the question of how one of these domains relates to the notion of data common, or can and should become a data common.** Participants are advised to familiarize themselves with the recent literature on the topic.

To increase the quality of our discussion, space is limited. If you want to participate, please send an email to Gijs van Maanen (g.vanmaanen@uu.nl) with a short pitch or abstract of your idea. Make sure your idea latches onto one of the three themes (smart cities, smart grids, online advertisement). If a workshop session is full, this will be indicated in table 2 below.

If your pitch or abstract is accepted, it is required to send an extended abstract (max. 750 words) to Gijs van Maanen two weeks prior to the workshop (see details below). Van Maanen will redistribute all abstracts to all enrolled participants. Participants are expected to have read the work of their colleagues.

The first three workshops are formatted in the following way:

1. Each participants has 10 minutes to present their idea, followed by 20 min discussion open to all accepted participants.
2. After all four presenters presented and discussed their work, 60 minutes are reserved for a collective brainstorm about the initial starting questions, and further directions of research.
3. There are different ways this discussions go, e.g.:
   a. Discuss directions individual research;
   b. Discuss collective funding applications;
   c. Discuss collective publication strategies.
4. These discussions could take place.
a. ‘Within’ a domain. E.g. the ‘smart city’ groups discusses smart city & data commons-related calls for applications for funding.

b. ‘Across’ domains. E.g. the smart grid group and the advertisement group see sufficient thematic overlap to collaborate on the data commons. This is the preferred level of discussion.

The final workshop in December will be a concluding sessions wherein Gijs van Maanen presents the main take-aways of all seminars and workshops. Sufficient time will be reserved for a proper domain-transcending discussion.

The goals of each workshop are the following:
- Organize an in-depth discussion on the data commons in a specific societal domain.
- Exchange feedback on extended abstracts.
- Discuss further directions of research, especially opportunities to apply for funding together.

The dates at which the workshops take place will be determined as soon as possible. The four workshops take place in a hybrid fashion, meaning in at the HIIG in Berlin and online. It is possible for participants of a workshop to virtually attend the discussions of other workshops.

A preliminary schedule of these workshops can be found in table 2.

Table 2: Overview workshops HIG Berlin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Whom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 2022</td>
<td>Smart cities</td>
<td>t.b.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date and time to be determined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2022</td>
<td>Smart grids</td>
<td>t.b.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date and time to be determined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2022</td>
<td>Online advertisement</td>
<td>t.b.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date and time to be determined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2022</td>
<td>Concluding session; summary of seminars and workshops.</td>
<td>Gijs van Maanen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date and time to be determined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Organisation:

Gijs Van Maanen is a main organizer of this workshop. He is postdoctoral researcher at Utrecht University (Utrecht, NL), and research fellow at the Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society (Berlin, GER). Part of his research in Utrecht and Berlin is the organization of a number of workshops and discussion sessions on specific themes or practices: smart cities, smart grids, and online advertisement. More information can be found here: https://www.uu.nl/medewerkers/GvanMaanen. Contact info: g.vanmaanen@uu.nl.
The following individuals and related institutions are involved in this initiative:

Prof. dr. Nadya Purtova
Purtova is professor of Law, Innovation and Technology at the Molengraaff Institute for Private Law, which is part of the Faculty of Law, Economics, and Governance of Utrecht University, the Netherlands. Purtova is Principal Investigator of the ERC project INFO-LEG, of which Van Maanen is also part. More information can be found here: https://www.uu.nl/staff/NNPurtova; http://infolegproject.net/.

Dr. Jörg Pohle
Pohle is a postdoctoral researcher at the Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society (HIG) in Berlin, and heads the research programme “Data, actors, infrastructures: The governance of data-driven innovation and cyber security”. He also heads the project “Global Privacy Governance” that focuses on societal negotiations in the field of privacy, surveillance, IT security and data protection. More information can be found here: https://www.hiig.de/en/jorg-pohle/.

Dr. Michiel de Lange and Dr. Erna Ruijer
Michiel de Lange and Erna Ruijer represent the special interest group Inclusion in the Datafied City, which is one of the subthemes of the faculty-transcending focus area ‘Governing the Digital Society’ of Utrecht University. Michiel de Lange is an Assistant Professor in New Media Studies, Department of Media and Culture Studies, Utrecht University; co-founder of The Mobile City, a platform for the study of new media and urbanism; and works as a researcher in the field of (mobile) media, urban culture, identity and play. Currently, Michiel is the co-lead of a NWO-funded Smart Culture – Creative Cities project called "Designing for Controversies in Responsible Smart Cities", a collaboration with UTwente and a large consortium of societal partners. More information can be found here: https://www.uu.nl/staff/MLdeLange.

Erna Ruijer is assistant professor at the Utrecht University School of Governance (USG). She worked as a researcher in the multidisciplinary EU Horizon 2020 project ROUTE-TO-PA. In this three year project she worked with 12 partners from 6 different countries. Her research activities focus on the re-use of open data for public problems, data and social equity, and data collaboratives. Erna teaches in the bachelor and master program. Erna obtained her Ph.D. in Public policy and Administration at the Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA. More information can be found here: https://www.uu.nl/staff/HJMRuijer.
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